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Abstrat The interation between an aousti wave and a omplex media has an inrease

interest for nondestrutive testing (NDT) appliations. For spei� appliations using nonlinear

imaging, inversion proedure needs spei� signal proessing tehniques and new oding shemes.

This paper tends to show how symmetry analysis an help us to de�ne new methodologies and

new experimental set-up involving modern nonlinear signal proessing tools. Generalized TR

(Time Reversal) based NEWS (Nonlinear Elasti Wave Spetrosopy) methods and their assoiate

symmetry skeleton will be taken as an example with some new spatio-temporal signal proessing

tools. The purpose of this paper is to present the extension of TR-NEWS for skin ageing hara-

terization. Hysteresis behavior oming from the omplex loading of the skin has been identi�ed

with PM-spae statistial approah, usually assoiate to aging proess in NDT. Phenomenologial

hystereti parameters extrated will be presented and assoiated to standard parameters used for

skin haraterization. As another appliation of mixing properties in a wide frequeny range, new

broadband tehniques are needed in the domain of the preservation of ultural heritage. The use

of TR-NEWS based analysis (10 MHz) ombined with a FTIR-based system (wavenumber range

from 3650-650 m-1) has shown a spei� property of the tu�eau limestone whih is a mix of

alite, SiO2 and CaSO4,2H2O whereas other damaged sample is alite.

Key words: Ultrasoni Testing (UT), Other Methods, signal proessing, TR-NEWS, nonli-

near ultrasoni imaging, nonlinear aousti testing, nonlinear time reversal

1 Introdution

Nondestrutive Testing (NDT) of omplex media is of inreasing importane, not

only in aeronauti industry, but also in various areas of industry also inluding

modern biomedial media. A general de�nition of NDT is a examination, test, or

evaluation performed on any type of test objet without hanging or altering that

objet in any way, in order to determine the absene or presene of onditions or

defets that may have an e�et on the usefulness or servieability of that objet[1℄.
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Nondestrutive tests are usually onduted in order to measure various harater-

istis suh as size, dimension, on�guration or struture, inluding alloy ontent,

hardness and grain size. NDT, as a tehnology, has seen signi�ant growth over the

past 30 years and is onsidered today to be one of the fastest growing tehnologies

from the standpoint of uniqueness and innovation.

With the inrease of modern signal proessing tools observed during the last 20

years, the area of interest of NDT based innovations an be explored in suh domain

like old or new materials for biomedial, or within the inreasing demand of inspe-

tion of anient materials in the domain of ultural heritage. Among these modern

signal proessing tools, nonlinear signal proessing is a new �eld of researh with the

aim to optimize the exitation of information oming from nonlinear e�ets[2, 3℄.

Within the wide range of possibilities of signal proessing methods, those using

symmetry properties seems to be more e�ient for extration of a spei� infor-

mation. Various nonlinear methods have been investigated in reent years for the

detetion of faults and fatigue in arbon-�bre reinfored omposite materials and

strutures. However, there is no universally-agreed rationale for whih tehnique is

best suited to the detetion of whih type of defet. Furthermore, even if suh a ra-

tionale were to exist, real-world samples potentially ontain a variety of defets (e.g.

miro-raking, delamination and disbonding) indued by various damage meha-

nisms (stress, impat, heat) suh that no single nonlinear testing tehnique an o�er

the optimum inspetion hoie in all irumstanes[4, 5℄.

Various nonlinear methods have been developed in reent years for defet dete-

tion in omplex materials[6, 7℄. The most ommon inlude harmoni and overtone

generation, inter-modulation produt generation and resonant frequeny shift, also

known as Nonlinear Elasti Wave Spetrosopy (NEWS) methods. Consequently,

new optimized exitations are needed and, thanks to the analysis of symmetry pro-

perties of the system suh as reiproity, nonlinear time reversal[8℄ and other pulse-

inverted (PI) tehniques, a wide range of innovation an be proposed[9℄. This is

the ase of TR-NEWS methods that use pulse-inversion and hirp-oded oding

shemes[10, 11℄. The interation between an aousti wave and a omplex media

has an inrease interest for NDT appliations, but also for biomedial ultrasound.

For spei� appliations using nonlinear imaging, inversion proedure needs spei�

signal proessing tehniques and new oding shemes[12℄. Nonlinear tehniques use

the fat that miroraks and delaminations generate harmoni and/or subharmoni

tones of the frequeny at whih they are exited. As an example, intermodulation

produt generation whih is based on the monitoring of nonlinear wave mixing in

the material[7℄ is an alternative and a potentially more sensitive nonlinear method

for defet detetion in omposites. In order to on�rm these results, this paper tends

to show how symmetry analysis an help us to de�ne new methodologies and new

experimental set-up involving modern nonlinear signal proessing tools[13℄.

There is, however, still a need for applying NEWS in a omplex medium where

an adequate knowledge of the initial exitation and the geometry of the medium

should be known preisely in order to predit the ultrasoni propagation with high

e�ieny. Consequently, using symmetry invariane, TR-NEWS methods are sup-

plemented and improved by new exitations having the intrinsi property of enlarg-

ing frequeny analysis bandwidth and time domain sales, with now both medial



aoustis and eletromagneti appliations[12℄. Among the family of pulse oded ex-

itation, solitoni oding onstitutes a new sheme in the sense that solitary waves

are the best andidates for pulse propagation in nonlinear and dispersive media[14℄.

Suh spatio-temporal fousing may enable e�ient delivery of solitoni optimized

exitations to a spei� target loation within a omplex enlosure. This method

has the potential to be applied in many real-word ontexts where the wish to fous

aousti energy at a loation is impratial or impossible. Their robustness during

propagation ould inform aeronauti end-users during monitoring proess of layered;

granular, lightweight or funtionally graded materials.

The purpose of this paper is also to present the extension of TR-NEWS for

skin aging haraterization using the nonlinear time reversal signal proessing tool

known to loalize, in a omplex medium, soures of nonlinearity potentially respon-

sible of omplex material aging. One other aspet related to the problem of omplex

medium aging is the multisale aspet of the nonlinear signature whih an be stud-

ied using PM-spae. Sine the validation of nonlinear time reversal methods within

the NDT ommunity[15℄, another �elds of appliations have been investigated re-

ently. One an ite landmine detetion, omposite and ehodentography[16℄. The

NEWS methods have been shown to improve raks detetion and might, therefore,

also be advantageous in medial diagnosti ultrasound applied to ehodentography.

All of theses appliations onern aging haraterization or degradation in a omplex

medium. Linear and nonlinear behavior of skin elastiity is measured loally thanks

to an aousto-mehanial loading of the skin onduted with INSTRON loading

mahines spei�ally optimized for biomaterials. Hystereti behavior oming from

the omplex loading of the skin is identi�ed with PM-spae statistial approah,

usually assoiate to ageing proess in NDT. Phenomenologial hystereti param-

eters extrated is presented and assoiated to standard parameters used for skin

haraterization.

Finally as another appliation of mixing properties in a wide frequeny range,

new broadband tehniques are needed in the domain of the preservation of ultural

heritage. This is an interdisiplinary hallenge whih needs the expertise of many

sienti� disiplines as well as hemistry, physi, optis, et. Advaned signal and

image proessing for art and ultural heritage investigation is a topi of major in-

terest in order to provide a quantitative soure of information to art historians.

The Loire Valley in Frane has a diversi�ed ultural heritage, inluding monuments

where the mainly onstrution units is stone. Most astles were built with two

Frenh highly porous limestone alled Rihemont and tu�eau limestones. The ob-

jetive of this paper is to investigate TR-NEWS for skin aging[17℄ and for tu�eau

limestone haraterization (Fig.3) whih are both subjeted to a growing area of

researh.

2 The Strategy of Symmetry Analysis

Invariane with respet to time is one of the properties of a more general algebrai

approah that is applied in physis whih uses intrinsi symmetries for the simpli-

�ation and the analysis of omplex systems. Symmetry analysis is a framework of

the bases of a systemi approah aimed at using absolute symmetries like Time Re-



versal (TR), reiproity between emitters and reeivers, and others. These methods

are highly strategi in the sense that they ondut improvement of the measure-

ments so as to optimize the determination of nonlinear properties extrated with

oded exitations (e.g. pulse-inversion PI or hirp-oded proesses, et.) with the

virtual inrease of the e�etive bandwidth of the exitation. Coded exitations and

signal proessing is now onsidered as an e�ient way for imaging the omplexity in

bio-materials with hierarhial properties[18℄. Aurate analysis of nonlinear time

reversal systems needs the use of new methods of signal proessing[19℄. Most of

systems used in engineering presents a level of nonlinearity that was onsidered neg-

ligible and inluded in the small stohasti part of the noise. Modern engineering

is developed now by onsidering this stohasti part of the nonlinear signature as

a new vetor of information oming from the omplex system under study[9℄. The

huge variety of information extrated from this small stohasti part of the response

oming from a omplex system indues an inrease of unertainty assoiate to the

linear part. This linear part, with its underlying hypothesis of stationarity and de-

terminism, should be onsequently assoiated to a grater unertainty if the system

under study presents intrinsially a omplex struture with mesosopi properties,

memory e�ets, preonditioning, and aging. Of ourse, these properties are breaking

now the stationarity hypothesis impliitly assumed in any linear signal proessing,

sine linear systems theory dominates the �eld of engineering. This onsequene

ompletely justi�es this strategy to use nonlinear signal proessing tools.

3 Generalized TR based NEWS multimodal instrumentation

Reent years there has been a onsiderable development of TR based NEWS meth-

ods using invariane with respet to TR and reiproity, both in numerial and

experimental aspets. These methods were pratially elaborated as the well-known

TR-NEWS methods[20℄. Chirp-oded pulse exitation[10, 11℄ is proposed for im-

proving the SNR of ultrasound imaging. Nevertheless, the hirp-oded pulse elon-

gated that the axial resolution of an ultrasound image. Thus, pulse ompression

tehnique is utilized to improve the axial resolution of the images. However, it is

still laking the information about the e�ets of hirp-oded pulse, whih was mod-

ulated with di�erent window funtions, in onjuntion with di�erent strain analysis

algorithms upon the qualities of imaging. The aim of this study is development of

advaned TR-NEWS methods with hirp-oded exitation for assessing biomehan-

ial properties of porine skin and for NDT of limestones studied within ultural

heritage appliations. Improvement of TR-NEWS has been onduted with oded

exitation using hirp frequeny exitation and the onept was presented and vali-

dated in the ontext of NDE imaging[9℄. The hirp-oded TR-NEWS method uses

TR for the fousing of the broadband aousti hirp-oded exitation. The method

onsist in the suessive steps :

� emission of a linear frequeny sweep signal (the hirp-oded exitation)

� reording of the response to the emitted signal (the hirp-oded oda)

� omputation of the pseudo-impulse response whih is the orrelation between

the hirp-oded exitation and its response



Figure 1: The four elementary steps of the multi-modal TR-NEWS method : (a) af-

ter the exitation of a broadband initial exitation (a short pulse here), the reorded

initial response (b) is averaged, �ltered, time reversed () and rebroadasted as a

time-reversed exitation with the same experimental onditions. The optimized exi-

tation based on this TR-NEWS approah is used for extration of the loal nonlinear

signature loated in the time domain with respet to the maximun and the side lobes

of the rossorrelation funtion given by the foused signal (d). The multimodal

property ome from the fat that the fousing is inrease thanks to the use of a

broadband multi-physis modality (US LF and HF, optis, et.).

� reording of the response to the time-revered emitted pseudo-impulse exita-

tion (hirp-oded TR-NEWS oda)

In order to desribe hirp-oded TR-NEWS proess in terms of a time-invariant

system, we onsider a hirp exitation c(t) send in a medium with impulse response

h21(t). As desribed shematially for a simple medium (Fig.1), side lobes ould be

interpreted with ross-orrelations funtions and present a symmetry property with

respet to the fousing time tf . The hirp-oded TR-NEWS method uses TR for

the fousing of the broadband aousti hirp-oded exitation. In order to desribe

hirp-oded TR-NEWS proess in terms of a time-invariant system, we onsider a

hirp exitation c(t) = A cos(2πf(t)t) where f(t) = At + f0 send in a medium with

impulse response h21(t). The hirp-oded oda response y(t, T ) reorded for a �nite

time duration T is given by y(t, T ) = h21(t) ∗ c(t) =
∫
R
h(t − t′, T )c(t′)dt′, where

h(t−t′, T ) is an approximation of the (linear) Green's funtion that satisfy the linear

wave equation. The orrelation Γ(t), omputed during ∆t, is given by

Γ(t) =

∫
∆t

y(t− t′, T )c(t′)dt′ ≃ h(t) ∗ c(t) ∗ c(T − t, T ), (1)

and is alled the pseudo-impulse response. Γ(t) is also proportional to the impulse

response h(t) if Γc(t) = c(t) ∗ c(−t) = δ(t). Under these hypothesis, Γ(t) an be

onsidered proportional to the impulse response (referred as the oda) of the medium

and used for enhaning the TR-NEWS fousing. If Γ(t) is time reversed and used as

a new exitation, the response yTR(t) of the medium (alled hirp-oded TR-NEWS



oda) is then given by

yTR(t, T ) = Γ(T − t) ∗ h21(t) = Γh(T − t, T ), (2)

and provides the linear autoorrelation of the system whih peaks at t = T and

indues a spatial fousing at the reeiver. All this theory is valid under linear be-

havior of the medium represented by its impulse response h21(t). Any soure of

nonlinearity in the system will result to a perturbation of this method, and will

indue additional terms in Eqs.(1-2). When fousing is performed inside a rever-

berating medium, like the skin or the Tu�eau limestone, the e�etive aperture of

the TR-NEWS proess beomes virtually in�nite. Indeed, the impulse response

omputed using previous equations beome sharp. This orresponds to an in�nite

aperture (soures surrounding the fous) produing a foal area used for analyzing

the medium.

4 TR-NEWS for skin imaging monitoring

The measurement of skin's mehanial properties (nonlinearity, anisotropy, and vis-

oelastiity) is important in several �elds, inluding mediine and osmetis, and

present a huge dispersion depending on age, gender, physial size of individual and

loation on the body (forearms, fae, et). Small hanges in the mehanial proper-

ties are very sensitively re�eting many diseases. Their in�uene on the appearane

of aging, and their role indiating disease and pathologies is also a soietal goal

of biomehanial researh[17, and ref. therein℄. Hysteresis is a phenomenon that

ours in ferromagneti and ferroeletri materials, as well as in the deformation of

some mesosopi materials, whih are �exible or ompressible. For example, sand

rok[21℄, whih is one of the example of nonlassial nonlinear materials, for whih

hysteresis behavior is one of the key properties. In eletronis, hysteresis is pro-

dued by positive feedbak to avoid an osillation. Today hysteresis and memory

based modeling is one of the most interesting and hallenging �elds of innovation in

many engineering appliations suh as atuators. It seems to be a promising way

to understand mesosopi properties of biomehanial materials. Like porous mate-

rials haraterized by anisotropy, nonlinearity, hysteresis and suseptibility to �uid

sorption, we propose in this paper to study human skin with a multisale model

where eah state is de�ned by a set of internal parameters ating on the element.

The other onsequene is a pragmati analysis swarming by phenomenologial ap-

proahes in the family of PM models. The aurate extrated information oming

from suh systems needs to be assoiated to the symmetry hypothesis of the under-

lying mesosopi struture with respet to saling e�ets responses.

The behavior of PM spae responses with respet to the optimized various types

of signals with the PM spae theory was studied. The PM spae model has a

prominent future in the modeling of visoelasti behavior of omplex materials. It

has been reently proposed for understanding physial mehanism inluding poros-

ity, amorphous or rystalline bonding material and pre-existing raks, magnetis,

magnetostritive and shape memory, and smart struture omponents. With this

representation and its identi�ation and lassi�ation, the physial response (eletri-

al for eletromagneti relays, or aousto-mehanial biomaterial like the skin) an



Figure 2: TR-NEWS experimental set-up for aousto-mehanial imaging of the

porine skin aging (a,b) and for the aging haraterization of Tu�eau limestones
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Figure 3: Skin PM spae for memory analysis extrated from hystereti strain-

stress measurements onduted on ex vivo porine skin. Optimization of the strain-

stress urve indues a PM spae with 600 hysterons distributed along a Guyer

distribution[17℄. This original result onstitutes the �rst PM-spae identi�ation

of visoelasti and/or hystereti properties of the skin under uniaxial loading.

be predited. Sine the strain-stress harateristi of porine skin under inreasing

loading is haraterized by hystereti behavior, the preonditonning signature will

be investigated with the objetive of extrating the memory of the skin[18℄.

5 Cultural heritage and new NDT multimodal imaging

Eletromagneti waves with Terahertz (THz) frequenies or orresponding sub-

millimeter wavelenght are assoiated to the range between infrared and mirowaves.

These properties give to the THz frequeny range an interesting future for new appli-

ations in NDT. Besides seurity appliations, THz tehnologies for NDT are about

to enter markets as pharmaeutis and the omposite industries[22℄, but also for

studying NDT on historial heritage. Strutural maintenane of historial buildings

requires knowledge based strategies to keep under ontrol all parameters governing

the strutural integrity of these historial buildings, and partiularly a robust mon-



(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a): ATD/DSC analysis of the Tu�eau limestone. The slope temperature

was hosen to 10°C/mn. The transition observed at 800°C orresponds to the CaCO3

deomposition. (b): FTIR analysis performed in the frequeny range [3650:650℄m

−1

where CaCO3 vibration modes are identi�ed.

itoring. In order to test TR-NEWS approah for NDT of the �ne art objets and

the ultural and historial heritage, some preliminary tests have been onduted on

Tu�eau limestones. The objetive is to on�rm the interest of using multi-physis

laser based imaging methods for low-ost ultrasound sensor for the detetion of

defets[23℄.
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Figure 5: TR-NEWS pseudo impulse response (a) and ross orrelation funtion (b).

The skin signature is loated near the maximun of the rossorrelation funtion.

As seen in Fig.5, the hirp-oded exitation c(t) with ∆f ∈ [0.1 : 1.5] MHz

is plotted in the time domain with ∆t = N
fe

= 64000

50e6
= 1.28 ms. The pseudo-

impulse response given by Eq.1 is plotted in the time domain after �ltering with a

20.75 MHz low-pass �lter andNa = 148 averages. The pseudo-impulse properties has

been ompared in the time and the frequeny domains. The reverberant properties

(in the time domain) of the skin and the Tu�eau limestone have been reahed as

observed in (a).



6 Conlusions and perspetives

The use of TR-NEWS based analysis (50 MHz) ombined with a FTIR-based system

(wavenumber range from 2000-800 m-1) has shown a spei� property of the tu�eau

limestone whih is a mix of alite, SiO2 and CaSO4,2H2O whereas other damaged

sample is alite. In the future, the ultrasound nonlinear imaging system should

be used on human subjets to demonstrate the feasibility of olleting in vivo data.

The objetive to extend this modern approah to skin and human brain, from whose

memory e�ets are urrently admitted, gives to this approah a promising future

for modern engineering, and medial biomehanial imaging. Conerning ultural

heritage appliations, we believe that TR-NEWS and its multi-modal aspet inlud-

ing US and FTIR tehniques will bene�t art olletion ommunity as a whole, and

further emphasize sientist's ontribution to the ultural heritage as well.
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